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Dear Reader

W

elcome to the 6th
edition of the
Blacktower Magazine.
In common with the previous
editions of this publication we
have attempted to include
editorial that is both current and
highly topical from within the
regions where Blacktower has a
higher presence.
Therefore in this edition we
comment on issues as diverse
as the future of the single
currency, inheritance changes
for residents of France and
Portugal, international pensions
and the UK mortgage market.
We have also included
comment on investments such
as Structured Products which
have seen a tremendous surge
in popularity in recent times.

as you will see Blacktower
continues with their expansion
programme throughout europe,
and we have detailed news on
our new offices in Italy and
Tenerife, and expansion of both
the Costa del Sol and Costa
Blanca offices.

Throughout the remainder of
2012 and 2013 I have firm plans
in place to continue to expand
the Blacktower group’s
operations throughout europe
and beyond and look forward to
detailing this in future editions of
this magazine.

Of course I am very pleased to
report that we have managed to
continue to expand even in
these highly challenging
macro-economic conditions.
It seems that our clients are
realising that sound financial
advice has never been more
important than perhaps it is
today. I also think this is
indicative of the quality of the
advice our professional Financial
advisers deliver that has lead to
the success that the company
currently enjoys.

as always I hope that you enjoy
this edition of the Blacktower
Magazine and of course if you
wish to provide to us any
feedback please feel free to
contact your local office
With kind regards
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Introducing our new

team members

Ian Leigh

Daniel Shillito

Christina Brady

David Stewart

Regional Manager
Italy

International Financial
Adviser
Italy

Regional
Manager
Costa Blanca

International Financial
Adviser
Costa Blanca

Ian has extensive experience in
the financial sector, having
worked in banking and financial
services for over 20 years. He
began his career in 1988 with
Lloyds TSB, spending almost 9
years in personal and business
banking, before deciding to
make the move into Financial
Services. Having attained a
Diploma in Financial Planning,
he then worked as a tied
financial adviser for Britannic
assurance and The Wesleyan,
before making the move into
management with Sun Life
Financial of Canada. In 2001,
he decided to set up his own
business as an Independent
Financial adviser, where he
offered holistic financial advice
to both personal and corporate
clients. He has joined
Blacktower Financial
Management International Ltd in
Italy, as Regional Manager.

Born in australia, Daniel’s career
commenced in the accountancy
profession where he worked with
individuals and small enterprises
in a client advisory capacity for
10 years. In particular, this
helped to develop Daniel’s
exceptional skills in taxation
matters and tax-effective
structuring of client’s affairs. In
1997, he moved into
commercial roles with larger
organisations in australia,
europe and the United States.
In 2004, Daniel started his own
mortgage advice business and
since then it has grown to
provide investment and
retirement planning advice,
as well as wealth protection
strategies for clients.

Christina Brady has worked in
the Financial Sector for over 25
years. Prior to moving to Spain
she worked for a number of
Investment Banks within the
City of London. Her last position
was with Deutsche Bank
(London) where she held a
senior role within both their Risk
Management and Trading
Divisions.

David joined the Royal Navy in
1979 and after a distinguished
career left after 17 years as a
Chief engineer.

Ian lives with his girlfriend
Samantha and has 3 daughters.
He is a keen sportsman and
enjoys playing football and golf,
as well as keeping fit at the local
gym.
4

In 2010, he moved to Italy with
his wife and two children and
recently joined Blacktower
Financial Management
International Ltd, as an
International Financial adviser in
the Milan area. In addition to his
Diploma in Financial Services,
Daniel still holds an australian
Credit License.

Christina, her husband Paul and
daughter Lauren moved to
Spain eight years ago and for
the last four years Christina has
been an Independent Financial
adviser covering the Costa
Blanca and Murcia area.
She has passed her Financial
Planning exam and is looking to
progressing to diploma level.

He continued in engineering,
dealing with various large
contracts throughout europe,
Middle east and africa.
David then moved to Spain in
2007 and after completing
Financial examinations, joined
Blacktowerfm in 2011.
He is continuing to complete
the required examinations to
achieve Diploma Status.
His interests include football
where he now coaches local
youths in Javea.

Its been a good year. We have opened three new offices, one in Costa del Sol, one in
Costa Blanca and one in Italy.

Wayne Martin

Keith Littlewood

Roddy Cunningham

Norman Jermon

International Financial
Adviser
Costa Blanca

International Financial
Adviser
Costa Blanca

International Financial
Adviser
Costa Blanca

International Financial
Adviser
Costa Blanca

Wayne, is married with 2
children, born in Manchester
and originally trained as a
Registered Nurse. He worked in
the NHS for many years before
changing career to become a
Financial adviser in the UK.
Wayne has a Masters degree in
Business administration as well
as 6 UK recognised financial
qualifications.

Keith has previously worked for
Royal London, Leeds Building
Society, Oval IFa group and
NatWest Business Division.
Totalling over 25 years Keith has
built a considerable reputation
with clients and colleagues both
of which sought his advice and
expertise especially in the
Pension Market and found that
clients have been proud to
recommend him because of his
knowledge and professionalism.

Roddy has worked in the UK
Financial Services Industry for
23 years, with NatWest and
then RBS in the City of London.
He holds an Honours Degree in
Financial Services, is a qualified
member of The Chartered
Institute of Bankers and passed
his Financial Planning exams in
1994.

Norman worked in an Insurance
based industry for over twenty
years in various roles. He was
employed by one of the largest
insurance companies at their
head office in Reading, starting
at the very bottom working his
way up to be the senior
complaint co-ordinator for the
Chief executive and Chairman.

Having moved to Spain 7 years
ago Roddy understands the
concerns that people have with
the complexities of Spanish tax
and IHT rules, and the need to
maximise their returns whilst
protecting their assets and
capital; achieving long term
growth is more important now
than ever.

Norman dealt with senior
management complaints and
as a result of this, customer
satisfaction is of paramount
importance to him.

Wayne has lived and worked in
Spain for just under 2 years
giving financial advice mainly to
British expatriates. He is looking
forward to the challenge of
giving potential clients access to
the expertise and customer care
that Blacktower Financial
Management prides itself on.

Qualifications include: FPC 1, 2
and 3 as well as aFPC: g10
Taxation and Trusts plus g20
Personal Investment Planning
which shows the depth of
knowledge he possesses in all
aspects of Financial Planning.
Keith lives in Javea and works
from the Javea office on the
Costa Blanca.

Roddy takes pride in an
extremely high level of service;
this has always been paramount
to him. as such he is
determined to treat his clients
as he likes to be treated himself:
professionally, courteously and
promptly. Roddy lives in Jesús
Pobre near Javea, and covers
all of the Costa Blanca.

He trained as an independent
financial consultant for Canada
Life, specialising in mortgages
and regular savings plans.
Norman made the move to
Spain nearly 3 years ago. He
enjoys the culture and the way
of life, as many people do.
His interests are golf, football
and tennis and has recently
taken up playing the drums.
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Stuart Griffiths

Laura Mann

Trevor Byrne

Mark Anthony Jones

Co-ordinator
Costa Blanca

International Financial
Adviser
Tenerife

International Financial
Adviser
Costa del Sol

International Financial
Adviser
Costa del Sol

Stuart has spent most of his
career in the Royal air force,
where he also played Rugby for
the RaF and combined
services. Upon leaving the RaF
he moved to Switzerland where
he lived for 3 years before
deciding in 2010 to move to
Spain. He initially lived in
alicante city before relocating in
June 2011 to Javea. He has
been working as an
administrator for Financial
Planners since 2010 and will be
taking his Financial Planning
exams in 2012 with a view to
becoming a Financial consultant
in the future.

Laura has worked in the
financial services sector for 12
years, starting her career with
RBS; the last 3 years as a
business relationship manager.
She then relocated to Spain to
further her career within the
industry with Santander as an
International relationship
manager. She quickly realised
that managing a portfolio is her
strength her focus is always on
delivering the highest level of
service for her clients.

Trevor has built up a successful
reputation operating as a fully
qualified financial consultant
in the regions of gibraltar and
Southern Spain. Prior to that he
has held several senior banking
positions around the world.

Mark recently joined BFMI in the
Marbella office having spent the
past five years as a successful
Wealth Manager in Dubai. His
reasons for moving to Marbella
include educating his three sons
in Spain and to be closer to his
family in the UK & Croatia. Mark
will still be looking after some of
his ex-pat clients in Dubai many
of whom are likely to retire to
Spain & Portugal. Mark has
been visiting the area since
1999 and has an established
group of friends and clients here
already.

Stuart is married with a 1 year
old daughter. He is a massive
Swansea football club and
Ospreys rugby club fan.

6

Laura holds international
qualifications in Securities &
Investment & Wealth
Management and plans to
achieve two further certificates
in the next 12 months. Laura
has two young children and
likes to spend time with them
outside of work. She has her
office in Tenerife and covers the
Canary Islands.

Trevor joined the Blacktower
team in October 2011, and
much of his focus in Spain and
gibraltar has continued to be
dedicated to Wealth
Management, Pension Building
and QROPS. He has built his
client base purely on a word of
mouth and referral basis, so
understands the importance of
offering continued and regular
service to maintain his
reputation within the industry.
an active rugby player in his
former years, Trevor now enjoys
a game of golf and tennis in his
spare time. He has been settled
in Marbella for the past 6 years
with his young family.

Mark is a qualified adviser who
has spent many years working
in the City of London, he is a
Top of the Table member of the
MDRT (www.mdrt.org/tot)
which demonstrates his ability
to produce top results for his
clients as well as being proud to
confirm that ethics and integrity
are an important element of this
Industry.

Nicolas Cole

Salim Abuteir

Alaric Stanton

Anita Pembery

International Financial
Adviser
Costa del Sol

International Financial
Adviser
Costa del Sol

International Financial
Adviser
Costa del Sol

Administrator
Costa del Sol

Nicolas has joined the
Blacktower team with over 6
years experience in international
financial advice. His international
career began in geneva
Switzerland where he advised
high net worth and professional
clients on their wealth
management, working
alongside some of the largest
private banks in Switzerland.

Salim has worked in the
financial services industry since
1992, joining a leading firm of
Independent Financial advisers
in the West Midlands, U.K.

alaric started his career as an
investment analyst in the City of
London during the 1970´s and
went on to hold directorships
with a number of leading UK
stockbrokers, wealth managers
and financial advisers, prior to
retiring from Barclays Wealth in
October 2011.

anita joined the Blacktower
Financial Management group in
their Marbella branch in June
2007, having arrived on the
Costa del Sol 4 years previously.

Nicolas soon built up a very
strong network of contacts who
continue to support him and his
clients.
The move to Spain came in
2010, with his ever growing
family and the lifestyle Spain can
offer to a young family, the move
was a very easy decision.

Salim has presented investment
seminars across the U.K to the
general public, covering
investment opportunities and tax
planning over the past 20 years.
Salim has recently joined our
Marbella office on the Costa del
Sol and will be covering the
South of Spain, providing advice
and knowledge to clients on
International products and taxfriendly structures to assist with
asset building, tax and estate
planning.

a member of the Chartered
Institute of Securities and
Investment, alaric holds the
IIMR Investment Management
Certificate and London Stock
exchange Membership
qualifications.
During his career he has also
been a member of the Society
of Investment analysts, the
Institute of Investment
Management and Research and
the UK Society of Investment
Professionals.

Overall, anita has more than
25 years experience in an
administrative/ executive
Secretary capacity, having
previously worked for various
Directors within Unilever PLC
in Surrey, before relocating
to Spain.
She briefly worked in Direct
Sales before leaving the U.K,
having worked her way up from
being a Sales executive to
Regional Sales Manager in just
18 months, heading up a team
of 8 Sales executives.
On anita´s arrival in Spain, she
worked for an International Real
estate agency which greatly
improved her knowledge of the
Costa del Sol, but decided that
this was not a career that she
wished to pursue.
In her spare time, anita likes to
relax with her fiancé and 2 small
dogs, walking and exploring in
the andalucian countryside.
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Russell Jones

Faye Dalchow

Pete Woodward

Janice Bunting

Financial Adviser
UK

Administrator
UK

Administrator
Portugal

Administrator
Portugal

Russell has been in Financial
Services for some 34 years,
starting out in retail banking with
Lloyds before becoming a
financial consultant with
Commercial Union. He joined
Nationwide Building Society as
an IFa in 1992 advising retail
and commercial clients.

Faye started at Blacktower after
finishing her a Levels at a local
school in Surrey. She joined
Blacktower which was her first
job, as an apprentice in
September 2011 and has just
finished completing the Level 3
Business administration exams.

Before moving to Central
Portugal in 2005, Pete
accumulated extensive
administrative, I.T. and logistical
experience working for major
companies such as BacardiMartini, Tesco Distribution and
Balfour Beatty. During his first
nine months in Portugal, Pete
had the opportunity to spend a
great deal of time with his
Portuguese neighbours, giving
him good insights into the
culture and fast-tracking his
linguistic fluency. Intense but
invaluable! Pete now speaks
Portuguese with a high degree
of fluency, and also reads and
writes it well. Since moving to
the algarve in 2006, Pete has
established good local contacts
and a useful understanding of
Portuguese business and
administration culture, which
frequently prove useful to
Blacktower when sourcing
external services or dealing with
existing ones.

Janice has been involved in
administration and running
her own business in england,
until her move to Portugal
over 10 years ago.

after four successful years
Russell went into Sales
Management running the
regulated sales force in the
South east Region at
Nationwide working with some
70 consultants. His key
achievement during this time
was taking them from the
bottom performing Region to
top in sales and controls in the
space of 3 years.
In 2008 Russell moved into the
role of area Director within
Nationwide taking responsibility
of Kent and the 23 Branches
that made up the area.

She has also been assisting the
advisers and administration staff
in the UK with processing
business and is building up a
knowledge of the financial
services industry in the UK.
Faye has become a valuable
member of the UK team and
now she has completed her
apprenticeship she will become
an administrator with
Blacktower and continue to
study for her CII Financial
Planning exams.

Pete joined Blacktower in 2011
in a commissions/administration
role, but with the continuing
success of the company, his role
is now purely commissions,
working closely with Lisa Friday.
as well as the necessary
attention to detail required for
any commissions administration
role, Pete particularly relishes the
investigative and problemsolving aspects of the role.
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She spent the first 5 years in
Portugal concentrating on her
children and then re-entered the
workplace and for the past 5
years has worked in the
International Finance Industry.
Janice has now joined the
algarve office of Blacktower
Financial Management
(International) Limited as an
administrator.

Continued expansion
by John Westwood

Since the last edition of the Blacktower Magazine, the Blacktower group have
continued their planned expansion and have now opened offices in Costa Blanca,
Spain and Rome, Italy. The Costa del Sol team have also moved offices due to
needing extra space for new Consultants.

Costa Blanca, Spain
The Costa Blanca office
opened in Javea in February
2012 and continues to grow
from strength to strength. The
team is headed up by the
Regional Manager, Christina
Brady. From the Javea office,
the team cover the Northern &
Southern Costa Blanca,
Murcia and almeria areas.
It has been a challenging first
half to 2012 with a new office
and new brand Identity, but
now this is all in hand and the
adviser team consisting of,
David Stewart, Wayne Martin,
Keith Littlewood, Roddy
Cunningham, Norman Jermon
with Stuart griffiths as their
co-ordinator, are successfully
helping expatriates throughout
the area with their financial
affairs.
The Costa Blanca team are
also involved with and
sponsor a number of local
charities, clubs and societies.
Costa Blanca office, Spain
Blacktower magazine | Issue 6 | Autumn/Winter 2012
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Italian office in Rome

Despite the current gloomy outlook, we believe
Blacktower can make a real difference on the
ground, as there are only a handful of offshore
regulated firms operating in Italy at this time
of uncertainty.

Costa del Sol office, Spain

10

Rome, Italy

financial district.

as part of a broader corporate
strategy to expand into other
eU countries, BFMI have now
opened an office in Italy. Our
office is based in Rome, the
capital, also known as “the
eternal city” on Via antonia
Salandra, in close proximity to
the British embassy and the

The team is headed up by Ian
Leigh as area Manager and Ian
together with adviser Daniel
Shillito and co-ordinator Luke
Forrest are developing holistic
financial advice, incorporating
all areas of financial planning,
to eU and non-eU expatriates
as well as native Italians.

Despite the current gloomy
outlook, we believe Blacktower
can make a real difference on
the ground, as there are only a
handful of offshore regulated
firms operating in Italy at this
time of uncertainty.
Costa del Sol, Spain
Due to their ever increasing
expansion and need for more
space, the Marbella servicing
office have been searching for
new premises for over a year.
Finally on 2nd July 2012, we
have now moved to Minitenda
15, which is still within the area
of the original office in Centro
Plaza, Nueva andalucia.

who have been loyal to us for
so many years, would
appreciate us staying within the
same location. The new offices
have ample parking and
wonderful shops, bars and
cafes to peruse and enjoy,
either before or after their visit
to the BFMI office.
Regional Manager, ally Kerr has
now recruited several new
Consultants to expand his
experienced team of advisers:
Trevor Byrne, Salim abuteir,
Nicolas Cole and Mark
anthony-Jones. all the team are
well-supported by anita
Pembery the Office
administrator who has been

with Blacktower for several
years. The team provides
holistic financial planning to
expatriates in the Costa del Sol
area.
Jan Bjorkmann, who heads up
the Scandinavian and Private
Clients for BFMI out of this
office has worked in the
industry for over 40 years and is
a very valuable member of the
Marbella team, as he has built
up a considerably large and
loyal client base over the many
years he has been working with
BFMI.

Tenerife
We are pleased to announce
that we have now opened an
office on the golf del Sur area of
Tenerife which is headed up by
Laura Mann. This location is
ideally located for residents.
Since our opening we have
been advising clients mainly on
frozen UK pensions and the
QROPS scheme, which will
provide our clients with some
more tax efficient benefits for
their future.

We felt that our BFMI clients

Canary Islands office in Tenerife
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EU Gender Directive
Are Men and Women really
the same?
by Paula Smith

From 21 December 2012, the new european gender law means
that men and women will have to be treated the same when it
comes to insurance premiums. This is set to have a huge impact
on insurance companies and clients. This will not only affect life
assurance but car insurance and retirement annuities. In addition,
from January 2013, most life insurance companies will be required
to pay more tax, increasing costs and pushing up prices for
customers.

e

ven though it is a fact
that females live longer
than males and represent
a different risk, the eU has
decided to adopt a different
view and bring in the gender
Directive, so that we are all
seen as being the same!

So what effect will this have for
new policies? generally it will
mean that for both men and
women the cost of protection
cover is set to go up.
• Women are likely to have to
pay more for life & critical
illness, but less for income
protection.
• Men are likely to pay less for
life & critical illness, but more
for income protection.
Because of the large number of
factors to be taken into
consideration when calculating
premiums, it is impossible to
give a single definitive figure
that will apply to everyone. The
extent of change will vary by
provider, will differ by the type
of product and be determined
by the individual circumstances
of the client. It is also

anticipated that there could be
quite a bit of re-pricing early on
in 2013 by providers. For
existing clients with cover
already in place.
as the gender Directive only
applies to ‘new contracts’
which do not start until after 20
December 2012, all existing
contracts can continue on
gender specific rates. However,
the eU ruling was vague when it
came to alterations or things
like guaranteed Insurability
Options. Our current
understanding is that where
there is an existing provision to
change premiums /benefits
(that doesn’t require ‘agreement
by either party’), the policy can
continue on specific rates. So,
we believe that increases
arising from guaranteed
Insurability Options (gIOs),
reviewable premiums and
indexed cover can continue on
specific rates.
Things to be aware of
• You could end up paying
hundreds and possibly
thousands of pounds more

for exactly the same amount
of cover, if you wait until 21
December 2012.
• If you’ve got cover already,
don’t worry you’re safe. But if
you want to change anything
or increase your cover, let’s
talk now’.
• ‘If you’ve thought about
cover but put it off (for
whatever reason), it’s time to
take another look. Don’t miss
out… the clock is ticking
• group, business and
employer protection
arrangements will fall outside
the Directive.
• If you haven’t thought about
cover for you or your partner,
you should start now or you
could end up paying
hundreds of pounds more.
• There will be no transitional
arrangements. any business
not completed by midnight
on the 20th December will
need to be switched to the
new rates.
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France

Inheritance
changes
by Simon Verity

as a european resident of France you are automatically subject
to French Inheritance rules and taxes which can be complicated,
particularly for gay couples, couples who have step children or
couples who are just not married!

F

rom 2015, changes in
French law will allow
the right to use a UK
(european) Will to distribute your
estate in line with your wishes,
avoiding the obligation to be
subjected to laws set by
Napoleon.

Much of these old laws were set
to protect the family estate and
to ensure that children inherited
equal and fair shares of their
parents estates before even the
surviving partner.
There may have been a time
when this made sense, however
14

in modern society many of us
are used to the idea that we can
leave our estate to whomsoever
we wish and for this reason
most couples in the UK will
have back to back wills (leave
their estates to each other) and
then to the children when they
have both died.
With the French now accepting
(after 2015) that people from
other european countries
resident in France have the right
to choose the inheritance regime
of their country of birth it would
appear to many that this is a
major step forward in their rights.

However, with this new freedom
of choice comes a sting in the
tail. Never confuse French
inheritance rules with inheritance
taxes; the rules have changed
but the taxes haven’t.
If you left your estate to a nonbloodline individual, for
example, a friend, an unmarried
partner or step children then
they as beneficiary will be liable
to 60% in French Inheritance
Tax under current rules –
making the French taxman the
biggest beneficiary of your
estate. This tax has to be paid
by the beneficiary and not by

the deceased’s estate before
any assets will be released to
them.
More than ever it has become
advisable to talk to Blacktower
about your estate planning.
although it has become easier
to distribute your estate in line
with your wishes, this could be
done at the cost of incurring
huge inheritance bills for the
people you leave your assets to,
but with planning, most possible
inheritance tax bills can be
reduced or avoided altogether
for your beneficiaries.
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Plan for the
by Joanna Dellow
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long ru
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You may feel there’s no need to take stock of your
monthly mortgage payments when assessing the last
few years, or is there…..?

a

s mortgage terms tend
to be set up to run over
20-25 years, you do
need to consider how things
may develop, not just across
the short term, but for the next
few years and beyond.

other issues. To help find the
most amenable lender for your
specific needs, it’s important to
take advice, and Blacktower
can then do the legwork for
you.

Of course, the low interest rates
of recent times have meant
there’s a tendency to stick
where you are – even if you’ve
now reverted to the lenders’
Standard Variable Rate (SVR).
Which, in a good number of
cases, has been a suitable
option. But, the tide may be
starting to turn…

Both fixed and variable tracker
rates have been at an all-time
low. Whilst the best average
rates were across the latter part
of last year, there are still good
deals to be had. So you may
need to decide if it’s sensible to
act now, particularly if you feel
that interest rates on products
will increase over time.

A helping hand

Loan-to-value (LTV)

There is the assumption,
in some quarters, that the
banks are hoarding cash to
protect themselves against any
current and future eurozone
crisis, which may then limit
their ability to borrow.

It’s still fair to say that the best
deals will be offered to those
that can provide a sizeable
deposit (40% or more).
However, there’s been a steady
improvement over time, with a
return of some higher LTV deals.
This may open up opportunities
for those wishing to either
remortgage or to look at
purchasing their first home.

The recent government and
Bank of england funding
initiatives are designed to
ensure that they stop hoarding
and start lending again.

The most relevant
stimulus initiative is
the ‘Funding for
Lending’ scheme,
where up to £80bn may
be on offer, with the
commitment that the
banks then
lend this money to
either businesses
or individuals
looking for a loan.
Different lenders will react in
different ways to this, and to

Rates on offer

Standard Variable Rates (SVR)
Over the last three years, an
increasing number of borrowers
have come off their deal rates
and reverted to their lenders’
SVR. and it may have come as
a shock to many to see that
major lenders, such as the
Halifax, increased their SVRs
this year, even though there’s
been no comparable rise in the
Bank of england Base Rate.
The move by Halifax brings them
up to the general standard SVR
for the major lenders of about
4%. So there may not be a raft
of increases from elsewhere.

However, it has shown that the
lenders are at liberty to choose if
they wish to increase their SVR.
and don’t forget that some
SVRs for the smaller lenders are
already sitting around 6%.
(Source: Moneyfacts, July 2012)
Mortgage prisoners
Within this mix, there are
obviously some that could be
viewed as mortgage prisoners.
While they may be able to
continue meeting their existing
payments, they may feel they
won’t qualify for a new loan due
to a multitude of reasons, such
as lower income, or a reduction
in the value of their property
from when they initially took out
their loan, resulting in less equity
for them to play with. However,
solutions may still exist for some
within this group too - so again,
it makes sense to take
professional advice.
The above are just some of
the factors that currently affect
the mortgage marketplace and
perhaps now’s the time to take
stock of where you are, and
where you want to be in a few
years’ time. So do get in touch
with one of our UK advisers
who are fully qualified and
experienced to advise you, to
see if there are any more
suitable deals out there for you.
You may have to pay an early
redemption charge to your
existing lender if you
remortgage.
Your home may be
repossessed if you do
not keep up repayments
on your mortgage.
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Stick,
Fix or
Float…
by Paula Smith

If you’re a current mortgage borrower, you may need to
consider these options.

W

ith the continued
uncertainty in the
money markets and
ongoing concerns with the
eurozone, anyone with a home
loan faces the tricky question of
whether to do nothing, or to
consider remortgaging.

Stick? - this means staying
where you are, either on your
current deal, or on your lenders’
Standard Variable Rate (SVR).
Fix or float? – if you decide that
you want to consider taking
action, then you need to
balance the security of a “fixed
term” rate against the floating
option of a “variable tracker”,
that’s generally linked to the
Bank of england Base Rate.
a fixed rate may be more
expensive initially, but you have
the comfort of knowing what
you’ll be paying, and the
possibility that the rate may
work in your favour across the
latter part of the deal period.
alternatively, with a variable
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The most popular route for borrowers, over
recent years has been fixed rates, with 65%
taking out a loan on this basis, according to the
Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) figures for
the first quarter of 2012. Albeit that has dropped
from the highs of around 77% achieved back in
the second quarter of 2007.

tracker rate, if you can cope with
your monthly repayments
fluctuating (and possibly rising)
you may find it’s better value at
the outset, and then you’d make
a judgement on how you think it
may play out over the period of
the deal.
Which option for you?
The most popular route for
borrowers, over recent years has
been fixed rates, with 65% taking
out a loan on this basis,
according to the Council of
Mortgage Lenders (CML) figures
for the first quarter of 2012. albeit
that has dropped from the highs
of around 77% achieved back in

the second quarter of 2007.
Whilst fixing over a longer
period clearly has its
advantages (no arrangement
fees to pay every few years), if
you fixed today, you may find
yourself locked into a deal that
may make life difficult if your
circumstances change, through
events such as job loss, job
change, divorce, bereavement
or relocation abroad.
alternatively, there are middle
courses, where some products
may allow you to switch from a
“variable” to a “fixed” rate at a
later date (subject to the rates at
the time).

The next step
There is still a possibly
bewildering choice of
mortgages out there, should
you be coming towards the end
of your deal period, or are sitting
on an SVR. You also need to be
mindful of arrangement fees and
tie-ins, which may make it
difficult to compare like with like.

and, of course, the lenders
continue to be picky about who
they lend to.
For our part, Blacktower
understandably already have a
good feel for possible products
for your needs and
circumstances, thereby helping
to save some considerable time
and effort on your side.

Subsequently, we may be able
to help you avoid any potential
damage to your credit rating
from you making multiple
applications.
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anyone thinking that inheritance tax
is a headache solely for the wealthy
needs to think again.

Don’t get caught unawares by

inheritance
tax
by Paul Latham from
Octopus Investments

a

nyone thinking that
inheritance tax is a
headache solely for the
wealthy needs to think again.
according to professional
advice website unbiased.co.uk,
more than four million UK
taxpayers are liable to pay
inheritance tax (IHT) (currently
charged at 40% on an
individual’s estate valued at
over £325,000) when they die.
But this threshold rate has
failed to take into account the
effect of rising house prices in
the UK in recent decades. It’s
no surprise that a significant
number of people are finding
the value of their property
extends far beyond the IHT
threshold, before even taking
into account other assets
and investments held at the
time of death.
But whilst more people are
getting ensnared by IHT, most
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still aren’t doing anything about
it. Perhaps the lack of interest in
effective IHT planning is in part
down to the same reasons why
so few people get round to
writing a will. Death and taxes
are two subjects that most
people simply prefer not to talk
about, or would rather put off
until a later date, even if we
know that putting things off is a
dangerous strategy. every
pound paid in IHT means a
reduced estate for the family
and loved ones you leave
behind. given the choice, I’m
sure most people would prefer
to see their loved ones receive
all of their estate rather than
give a large chunk of it away to
the tax man.
There are, however, some
people that fall into slightly
more complex categories,
whereby it’s not so much a
case of putting off IHT planning,

It’s no surprise that a significant number of
people are finding the value of their property
extends far beyond the IHT threshold, before
even taking into account other assets and
investments held at the time of death.

but simply not knowing the best
way to go about it.
Reducing IHT liabilities
For example, many people,
particularly those close to
retirement, have savings and
investments that, together with
the value of their property, will
put them over the IHT
threshold. aside from making
annual gifts to loved ones of no
more than £3,000 a time,
people in this position often
mistakenly believe that their IHT
liability is simply too great to do
much about.
and let’s not forget those with

an IHT liability but who believe
they have more pressing
concerns to worry about, for
example whether they’ll have
enough income to support their
lifestyle during retirement, or
over the potential cost of
medical or care bills that could
put a serious dent in their
savings pot. For these people,
retaining control over their
savings is vital. They can’t
afford to ‘gift’ it away if it leaves
them facing an uncertain future.
Tax planning investments
The good news is that there are
investments available that not

only can help individuals to
reduce or even eliminate their
IHT liability, but will also give
them the flexibility to grow their
investment and to take a
regular income if required.
Octopus Inheritance Tax
Service (Octopus ITS) was
designed to offer a more clientfriendly IHT solution, by
addressing the main drawbacks
of more traditional IHT planning.
For a start, unlike gifts and
transfers into trusts, which
generally take seven years
before they’re fully exempt from
IHT, investments into Octopus
ITS become fully IHT-exempt
after just two years (provided
the investments are still held at
the time of death).
This is because Octopus
invests into companies that
qualify under the rules relating
to Business Property Relief
(BPR). Current BPR rules mean

that any qualifying investments
benefit from 100% IHT relief,
provided they are held for two
years or more and at the date
of death. Qualifying investments
include unquoted UK
businesses, and those quoted
on the alternative Investment
Market (aIM), although some
specific industries/activities are
‘excluded’.
Speed, simplicity and control
For many people, retaining a
degree of access over their
investment can be crucial. If
their circumstances change and
they need to dispose of their
Octopus ITS holding (perhaps
to pay for medical bills or to
cover unexpected costs), they
can do so, although withdrawn
money may no longer be
shielded from IHT. Investors
also have the option to take a
regular withdrawal from the
product (which has a targeted

return of 3% per annum), or
can use the income to grow
their original investment.
another key point to mention is
that Octopus ITS can be used
without the need to set up
complex legal structures, or
client underwriting or medical
surveys. Using Octopus ITS
means that on death, an
investor’s investment can be
transferred to their spouse
without ‘restarting the clock’ on
the two-year BPR qualification
period. as a result, within a
marriage or civil partnership,
only one spouse or partner
needs to survive for two years
for their investment to be
exempt from IHT.
With the right planning
everyone with an IHT liability
should be able to reduce or
eliminate it, and pass on as
much of their estate to their
loved ones as possible. Talking

to your Blacktower investment
adviser should help as they can
advise you on the best
approach depending on your
individual circumstances.
Octopus Investments has a
number of different IHT
planning solutions designed to
meet the needs of a wide
variety of people, regardless of
the size of their IHT liability, and
we’re always happy to talk
these through with you.
For more information
about Octopus products
please visit
octopusinvestments.com
or call 0800 316 2298.
Investors should note that
their capital is at risk and
that the value of the
investment can go down as
well as up. There is no
guarantee that the target
return will be achieved.
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Is the final curtain
about to fall for
the Euro
by John Westwood

22

Last month it was announced that
greece’s debt has soared by nearly
£20 billion in three months and the crisis-hit
country now has central government debts
of £238 billion. This is £18 billion more than
the £220 billion owed at the end of the first
quarter of this year.

I

f you have been watching the
financial headlines, the media
is quoting more and more
analysts and economists saying
the ejection of greece (grexit)
from the euro zone won’t be
that big of a deal. So why for
years have the aforementioned
claimed that such an event
would not only signal the end of
the euro, but that it would
trigger financial armageddon,
by having a contagion effect.

Last month the Daily Mail said
that if greece leads to the
break-up of the euro more than
£100 billion could be wiped
from Britain’s economy.
The talk is now that
governments across europe
have secretly been planning for
this event for some time and
since it now isn’t such a big
deal, we can only assume those
reports were nothing more than
lies to push harsh austerity
measures on the masses in
order to fund bank bailouts with
insanely high interest rates.
a time-frame for the grexit is
being quoted on Bloomberg’s
ticker to happen as early as
October, although perhaps early
November is more realistic.
There are others that are of the
opinion that markets seem
resigned to the likelihood of
another greek restructuring and
possibly even a grexit in 2013
or beyond.
Finland broke stride with other
nations who are claiming they
aren’t even contemplating the

end of the euro by telling the
Telegraph last month it is
only a matter of time.
Secret plans for Germany
leaving the Euro
FT Deutschland reports that a
working group in the german
finance ministry, headed by
state secretary Thomas Steffen,
is studying how to contain the
costs of a greek euro exit,
saying preparations for a grexit
are much more concrete than is
generally known.
and even deeper within the
cellars of Frankfurt, there are
secret talks about how
germany will leave the euro
without other financially stronger
nations such as austria, Finland
and the Netherlands following.
But a report from the UN’s
International Labor Organization
in geneva could calm german
nerves. It predicts that
unemployment could rise
significantly in germany from
presently 6.8 to 9 percent
should greece have to exit the
euro zone.
The ILO study forecasts
significant economic shock
waves in case of a greek exit,
which most likely would
negatively affect the german
economy and lead to higher
unemployment. This contrasts
with senior german government
officials briefing that a greek exit
from the common currency
union would be easily
manageable.

If greece exits, it could well
lead to the dissolution of the
euro. What would this mean to
us living here in Portugal? Well
initially a period of turmoil, with
devaluation of the currency a
given certainty. Some Banks not
only here but across europe will
be Nationalised, left to fail or
merge. The government would
almost certainly put in place
restrictions on the movement of
capital (either via the banks or
cash) to stop people transferring
their money out of Portugal.
On the upside the devaluation
should help stimulate the
economy as exports, holidays
and property will be cheaper.
For expatriates living off a
Sterling income/pension they
should see their money go a lot
further here in Portugal.
For those of you with savings
here in Portugal either in euros
or Sterling I would suggest you
look at where this is currently
held, split it amongst the safer
institutions where possible or
move it to an investment vehicle
outside Portugal and above all if
you leave your money in
Portugal ensure you are well
within the government Bank
guarantees.
It is now more important than
ever that you take independent
advice regarding investments,
savings and pensions has never
been more important. If you
would like a free impartial
financial review, or have any
questions please don’t hesitate
to contact us.
This facility is not suitable
for all expatriates, and we
recommend that advice is
sought before one makes
any commitment. as an
Independent Financial adviser,
Blacktower seeks to ensure
that our clients receive the
advice suitable for their specific
circumstances.
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HM Revenue & Customs has blocked fresh moves
by guernsey QROPS providers to reinstate pensions
for retirement savers who do not live on the island.

HMRC ignores plea to reinstate

Guernsey
QROPS
by Robert Mancera

24

N

ew QROPS rules
specifically blocking
guernsey’s S157e
QROPS for off-islanders came in
to force May 23rd. The S157e
pension was hastily drafted and
passed by the island’s
parliament to meet tough new
tax rules aimed at halting
QROPS tax abuse.

guernsey was effectively
‘closed’ to new QROPS
business by the deletion of
more than 300 QROPS
schemes from HMRC’s QROPS.
S157e pensions never saw the
light of day.
Industry insiders estimate at
least one in three of all QROPS
transfers out of the UK went
to the island.
QROPS is short for Qualifying
Recognised Overseas Pension
Scheme which is a scheme
that allows pension funds to
be transferred from the UK to
one of around 2,600 QROPS
in 49 countries.
Jersey decides not to proceed
Two years after Jersey took the
decision to prepare legislation
aimed at enabling island pension
administrators to look after the
transferred UK pensions of
individuals who have moved to a
third country, it has shelved the
draft law it had been working on.
a government spokesperson
said the draft legislation had
been withdrawn “as it does not
meet the new UK QROPS
rules”. “However, we are
continuing to look at options for
providing an international
pensions offering,” the
spokesperson said.
Jersey’s decision to back away
from the QROPS market, at
least for now, comes after the
Qatar Financial Centre
Regulatory authority in July
decided against amending its
regulatory framework to allow
QROPS to be administered by
Qatar Financial Centre-regulated
entities.

Malta publishes tax guidelines
The Maltese Inland Revenue has
published new guidelines for
QROPS, clarifying the
jurisdiction’s position in terms of
its tax compliance. One of the
most significant aspects of the
new guidelines is a section
which stipulates that
beneficiaries of a Malta-based
scheme will need to submit an
annual tax return.
The client will have the
opportunity to apply for a tax
exemption if they are in a
country with which Malta has a
double tax agreement (DTa) –
evidence of the residency will
need to be supplied. If the client
happens to be in a country with
which no DTa with Malta is in
place, they may end up paying
income tax, in which case a
QROPS may not be the best
course of action. The implication
of these new guidelines will
make tax avoidance almost
impossible.
Gibraltar QROPS
gibraltar QROPS are all systems
go after politicians voted
unanimously to update pensions
rules that they believe will
comply with UK tax laws.
gibraltar has held off accepting
QROPS transfers over concerns
that retirement savers could face
hefty tax penalties for flouting
strict pension rules even though
some schemes are listed by HM
Revenue & Customs.
a revised bill was passed that
the territory hopes meets the
concerns of fund administrators
and is acceptable to HMRC.
QROPS providers expect to
start accepting transfers from
UK pensions.
The new law has a flat 2.5% tax
charge on all gibraltar pensions
income. Other features of
gibraltar QROPS include a
maximum 70% draw-down of
any transferred funds, a
minimum retirement age of 55
years old unless the saver
suffers from ill health and a
special clause that bars

transferring funds in a gibraltar
QROPS onwards unless the
receiving scheme complies with
gibraltar pension rules.
Isle of Man ditches 50c
QROPS
Isle of Man QROPS are going
back to basics after the recent
HMRC tax crackdown closed
some offshore pensions to new
business. HMRC de-listed 18
Isle of Man QROPs out of 191
schemes for failing to meet new
qualifying regulations on april 6.
Several of the schemes were
operating under the offshore
financial centre’s 50c pension
laws that purported to pay more
than the required 70% of the
retirement fund as a tax-free
lump sum. Now, pension
providers on the Isle of Man
have dropped their 50c
schemes and restarted
marketing their tried and tested
eeT scheme as QROPS.
eeT short for exempt exempt
Tax is an accepted european
Union pension standard that
includes QROPS. Pensions
running as eeTs offer exempt
contributions, exempt
investment income and capital
gains and taxed benefits.
Crucially, paying taxed benefits
to residents and non-residents
at the same or similar rates is a
key factor under the new HMRC
QROPS regime. Basically, the
Isle of Man has reverted to an
offshore pensions formula that is
proven to comply as a QROPS.
When considering transferring
your UK pension to QROPS, it is
imperative that you seek advice
from a qualified Financial
adviser. This facility is not
suitable for all expatriates, and
we recommend that advice is
sought before one makes any
commitment. Blacktower seeks
to ensure that our clients receive
the advice suitable for their
specific circumstances.
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ARE YOU
RECEIVING THE BEST
RETURN FOR
YOUR SAVINGS ?
LA MONDIALE
EUROPARTNER OFFERS
A SMART ALTERNATIVE
TO TRADITIONAL
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
• Why should you pay penalties ?
Access your funds at any time through the
Sterling and Euro Capital Guaranteed Funds.
• Funds grow tax free in a compliant life insurance
solution*
• Looking for a Guaranteed Capital offer ?
Interest credited are definitely acquired
• You can sleep easier knowing
La Mondiale manage a 36 B¤ fund… !
Just look at the past performance of the GBP
and Euro Guaranteed funds** :

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

GBP
5.50 %
5.50 %
4.75 %
3.50 %
3.40 %
3.40 %

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

EURO
4.65 %
4.90 %
4.70 %
4.40 %
4.20 %
3.85 %

* ¤uro & £ Guaranteed Funds are available via Bond
4 European Mobility, a life insurance contract available
for British citizens. Surrenders are subject to tax treatment
according to the country of residence of the policyholder.
** Gross Return, before annual asset management charges.

La Mondiale Europartner SA
A member of the AG2R LA MONDIALE GROUP
23 rue du Puits romain L-8070 Bertrange
www.lamondiale.lu
Contact your IFA for more information
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Most offshore life companies go to some lengths to
highlight that their products are not totally tax free.

Inheritance tax and investments in

Portugal
by Paul Beckwith

M

ost life offices will point
out the issue of
‘withholding tax’ that
may apply to certain assets.
This is most commonly seen on
UK equities where dividends
suffer advanced corporation tax
(aCT), something that can never
be reclaimed.

They also go some way to
make clear that even though a
non-UK resident client may not
be subject to tax in the UK at
the time of a chargeable event
(this being a withdrawal,
surrender, part-surrender etc.)
there is still the likelihood of
them being taxed locally in their
country of residence. It is due to
these comments that offshore
life products are sometimes
discounted as suitable solutions
by both Independent Financial
advisers and clients alike.
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How many UK expats are still
holding onto a portfolio of
Individual Savings accounts
(ISas) and/or Personal equity
Plans (PePs)?
It is interesting to contrast these
with UK tax-favoured products
especially ISas. Often we see
articles written claiming that
ISas are tax-free when they
should properly be described as
‘free of income and capital gains
tax’. Perhaps there should also
be references to withholding
tax, since ISas are not able to
reclaim aCT and suffer this in
the same way as offshore life
companies.
UK based-IFas compliance
'processes' will usually insist on
an adviser ensuring that ISa
allowances are fully utilised,
before capital can be invested
into other products. In not doing

so, the IFa has to jump through
a lot of hoops to justify why not.
So before they can consider the
multitude of investment options
out there, they are required to
maximise these so called ‘taxfree’ allowances.
There is perhaps an even bigger
issue for advisers who fail to
point out to their clients that
ISa's are to IHT planning as
unfriendly as you can get!
But what about the effects of
Inheritance Tax?
Most important is the
inheritance tax (IHT) issue facing
an increasing number of
investors and particularly those
who have been assiduously
funding their ISas and PePs for
many years. There are a
surprising number of people
who have, or very soon will

have, more than the £325,000
nil-rate band held in these
products. In that situation, and
when included in the total value
of an estate, the ISas (or PePs)
are almost certain to give rise to
a liability to inheritance tax at
40%.
Inheritance Tax Planning with
ISAs and PEPs…
Unlike other investment
products, ISa’s cannot be held
in trust or given away, so they
are unsuited to IHT planning. In
fact for some unlucky investors,
the amount of IHT that could be
payable as a result of these
holdings could be higher than
the income and capital gains tax
that they have saved.
What options are open to me?
To counter this, investors need
to be critically aware of their

situation and plan appropriately,
avoiding the seduction of
inaccurate claims of ‘tax-free’
status. a ‘bigger’ financial
picture is required to take into
consideration all aspects of
financial planning with a big
emphasis on ‘Taxation’ in your
place of residence as well as
‘Inheritance Tax Planning’.
Remember being non resident
in the UK does not necessarily
exempt you from your UK
domicile and therefore a liability
to UK IHT.
The reasons for using
Offshore Bonds are as
follows:Virtual tax-free growth
Often referred to as the ‘gross
roll-up’ effect, investment in an
offshore bond grows virtually
free of income tax and capital

gains tax charges, unlike
comparable onshore bonds
which suffer tax on any growth.
Small amounts of irrecoverable
withholding tax may be payable
on certain investment funds.
No capital gains tax
Fund switches do not trigger a
capital gains tax liability. Such
switches within a portfolio of
onshore direct equity or unit
trust investments would incur a
capital gains tax charge in the
tax year during which the
switches were made.
Access to your money
You can take regular
withdrawals accessing your
capital in a tax efficient way by
withdrawing 5% of each
investment amount every year.
This 5% amount can be taken
every year for 20 years, or

accumulated and withdrawn
less frequently without triggering
a ‘chargeable event’ for tax
purposes if UK tax resident (a
‘chargeable event’ in Portugal
occurs when you withdraw in
excess of your capital invested).
Tax control
Tax deferment is a key feature.
This enables you to choose
when a tax charge may occur,
as this will be when you cash-in
some or all of your bond. The
tax payable at the point of a
chargeable event will depend on
your highest marginal rate at
that time. This allows you to
defer such an event until you
are either a lower rate tax payer
or have moved to a country with
lower taxes.

that specialist advice should
always be sought to examine
any financial planning
requirements you may consider.
as an Independent Financial
adviser, Blacktower seeks to
ensure that our clients receive
the advice suitable for their
specific circumstances.
The appointed representatives
of Blacktower Financial
Management (International)
Limited are not tax advisers.
Before making any financial
decisions relating to tax you are
strongly advised to seek
professional advice from a
qualified international tax
consultant. Blacktower can
introduce you to such a
specialist should you require.

This facility is not suitable for all
expatriates and we recommend
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Structured

Investments
by David Worthy
from Global Wealth Management Solutions

Taking a look at two common structured
investment types and how these might work
within an investment portfolio.
What do Structured
Investments do for my
Investment Portfolio?
Many investors feel that holding
different types of structured
investment type strategies within
their portfolio is complimentary
to traditional asset investing as it
brings a level of reduced volatility
by introducing defined scenarios
and smoothed out returns.
a lot of investors typically run
portfolios that are to a large
extent unpredictable; these
investors use structured
investments to add a level of
predictability.
Some investors are simply fed
up with active management
strategies and the poor
performance that so many
deliver that they now prefer to
have a set or predefined set of
outcomes within their portfolios.
Other investors see structured
investments as a more risk
averse way of gaining exposure
to asset classes they may not
otherwise engage in.
a lot of investors like the idea of
taking advantage of volatile
markets like the ones we
currently find ourselves in and
one of the most efficient ways of
doing this is through structured
investment allocation.

Most structured investments
can be held within an offshore
life bond or fund. Whilst the
design of structured investments
can be complex, they can
provide simplistic investor
outcomes which can either be
an attractive option as a stand
alone investment, or to be held
as part of a wider investment
portfolio.
No 1. A look at The
Autocallable Structured
Investment (commonly
referred to as The Kick Out)
The autocall investment strategy
has won many fans in the UK
and across europe as a yieldenhancing structured
investment. Here, we examine
how such investments work.
In this low interest-rate
environment, investors are
increasingly seeking investment
opportunities that offer the
potential for attractive returns in
benign equity market conditions.
Clients tell us that they are
cautiously optimistic of an equity
market rebound over the next
5-7 years, so are willing to
invest in conditionally capital
protected investments that
provide for attractive
comparative yields. Those that
are not so optimistic tend to
believe we will trade in a range-

bound environment where the
range will be flat to slightly
negative. The autocall product
can be structured to suit exactly
these types of outlooks and
opinions.
The explanation
an autocall product is essentially
a market-linked investment that
can automatically mature and
repay capital and any gains prior
to the scheduled maturity date if
certain pre-determined market
conditions are achieved, typically
when the underlying (whatever it
might be) triggers a predetermined barrier on a set
observation date..
The underlying reference index
will typically be an equity index
such as the FTSe 100 Index,
but it can also be linked to
stocks, a basket of stocks,
eTFs, Indices, commodities etc.
Many autocall investments
incorporate a conditional capital
protection feature so that, if the
autocall trigger has not occurred
before the scheduled maturity
date, capital is fully protected
provided that the underlying has
not fallen below a certain level
during the term of the
investment. autocall investments
offer investors the opportunity
for a potentially attractive
coupon linked to the
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performance of the underlying
index. If a coupon is not paid
then the investor gets the
opportunity to recoup the
missed coupon on the next
autocall date until the end of the
five year investment window. as
such, an investor does not need
to express a view that the
underlying will trigger the
autocall barrier at the end of
year one, just at one of the
observation dates during the life
of the autocall investment.
Conditional capital protection, as
you would expect, is cheaper
than full capital protection and
so structured investment
providers can pass these more
attractive coupons on to
investors. If the underlying does
not fall below the protection
level, investors will receive at
least the full principal amount
back at maturity if the
investment has not autocalled
early.
Example 1
Let’s look at an example to try and
solidify the explanation and
understanding. Let’s assume the
following:
• annual autocall level set at 100%
i.e. the trade will automatically
redeem paying 100% of invested
capital plus an X% rate of return
provide the underlying reference
is at or above it’s initial level on a
set observation date.
• Linked to the FTSe 100 Index,
this is the reference underlying
that will determine the predefined
outcomes.
• Conditional capital protection
set at 50% over a 5 year
investment window.
Taking the above into account,
we can achieve a Snowball
Coupon of 8.00% Snowball
simply means that the coupon
grows every year the investment
does not automatically call ie
redeem.
There are 7 outcome scenarios
in this trade. Only one of the
scenarios will be realised.
1) If on the 1st observation date,
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The question we need to ask here is as follows:
Do we feel that the bank providing these
scenarios are reputable and will they be around
in 5 years time to provide the outcome scenarios?

the FTSe is at or above 100%
of it’s initial level then the
investment autocalls (at year 1
in this example). Investor
receives 108% (100%
investment capital + 8%
return) Or
2) The investment autocalls
at year 2. Investor receives
116% Or
3) The investment autocalls
at year 3. Investor receives
124% Or
4) The investment autocalls
at year 4. Investor receives
132% Or
5) The investment autocalls
at year 5. Investor receives
140% Or
6) The investment reaches
year 5 and the FTSe is below
100%. Provided the FTSe has
never traded at or below 50%
on any closing level between
the start and end of the
investment, the client will
receive 100% of their capital
invested back
7) The investment reaches year
5 and the FTSe is below
100%. In addition, the FTSe
has traded at or below 50%
on any number of occasions
between the start and end of
the investment. In this
scenario, the client will receive
the performance of the FTSe.
2) a look at The Reverse
Convertible Structured
Investment (commonly
referred to as The Income
Trade)

structured investment is where
the investor would benefit from
range bound markets.
The explanation
The RCB structured investment
is essentially a market-linked
investment that pays a
guaranteed income provided the
issuing bank remains solvent
and returns 100% invested
capital at maturity provided the
issuing bank remains solvent
and the underlying investment
(whatever that might be) has not
breached or triggered a predetermined barrier on a set
observation date.
Example 2
Let’s again look at an example.
assume the following:
• 5 year term. The money is
locked in here for 5 years, it is
essentially held on deposit by
the issuing bank.
• Trade linked to the FTSe 100
Index, this is the reference
underlying that will determine
the predefined outcomes.
• Conditional capital protection
set at 50% over a 5 year
investment window.
Taking the above into account,
we can achieve an annual and
guaranteed (subject to the
issuing bank’s solvency) income
of 6.00%
There are 2 outcome scenarios
in this trade. Only one of the
scenarios will be realised.

The reverse convertible bond
(RCB) investment strategy is
one where the income is
guaranteed and the invested
capital is at risk.

1) The issuing bank remains
solvent, the client receives 6%
income every year and 100%
invested capital is returned
after 5 years because the
FTSe is at or above 50% of
it’s initial starting level.

as with the autocallable
mentioned above, the RCB

2) at the end date (5 year point
in this example), the FTSe is

below 50% of it’s initial starting
level i.e. the FTSe 100 has
halved. In this case, the client
would have already received 6%
per annum (a total of 30% return
over 5 years) and then the client
would get back 100% of their
initial invested capital less the
negative performance of the
FTSe. IF the FTSe is at 40% of
where it started (ie 60% lower)
client will receive 40% back.
Please bear in mind that in both
examples, if the FTSe falls by
50%, client will receive back
100% but if the FTSe falls by
51%, the client receives back
49%
Other risks to be aware of
We mentioned the phrase
“issuing bank” a number of
times in the above article. This is
often referred to as counterparty
exposure. This is a point that the
investor must always be aware
of when investing into structured
investments. This is a element of
structures that was highlighted
with the collapse of Lehman
Brothers. Over the last three
decades, we have seen very few
major banks fail but there have
been a handful and a handful is
enough to raise the question of
solvency.
The question we need to ask
here is as follows: Do we feel
that the bank providing the
above scenarios are reputable
and will they be around in 5
years time to provide the
outcome scenarios?
It is important to bear in mind
that solvency risk exists for all
investments made, some to a
lesser extent than others but to
an extent nonetheless. Solvency
risk is NOT exclusively for
structured investments.

Introducing Blacktower's
Guaranteed Income and
Capital Protection service
Safeguard your investment and
enjoy a possible 14% annual
income
www.blacktowerfm.com

Don't waste
another moment!
• High levels of market uncertainty
• Daily fluctuations in world markets
• Historically low interest rates
• Increasing inflation looming
There's never been a more crucial
time to safeguard your money.
Our exclusive, bespoke investment
service, enables you to do just that,
aND gives an annual income of possibly
14%, whatever happens in the markets.
Our strong relationships with leading
market institutions means we can offer
you a superb return on your capital,
backed by high levels of protection*.
Talk to our expert advisers today at
your local office or email
investment@blacktowerfm.com

*Subject to all Terms and Conditions of the investment. Investments can rise and fall in value and your
investment may be at risk. Blacktower Financial Management (International) Ltd is licensed by the
Gibraltar Financial Services Commission. Licence Number 00805B.

Time to Disclose –

Special Voluntary
Disclosure Procedure
SPAIN
by Ally Kerr

On 30 March 2012, the Spanish government announced the introduction of a
Special Voluntary Disclosure Procedure (SVDP). The SVDP will affect everyone
in Spain, whether you are Spanish resident or a non-resident, as you are required
to submit a Spanish tax return.

I

n view of the financial deficits
which have recently plagued
many european countries, this
announcement is not an
unexpected move by the
Spanish government. For certain
individuals and corporate
entities, the SVDP will provide an
opportunity to regularise their tax
affairs at minimal cost, reducing
tax exposure and penalties on
undeclared assets and rights
subject to Spanish tax.
The SVDP will apply to:
• Individuals/Corporate entities
who are tax resident in Spain
and subject to Spanish
Income/Corporation taxes,
with unreported income/gains
in respect of rights/assets held
at 31 December 2012.

• Non-resident/individual
/corporate taxpayers who have
unreported income/gains in
respect of Spanish source
assets/rights which are subject
to Spanish Non-resident Taxes.
The SVDP will not be available
where an individual/corporation
is already undergoing
investigation by the Spanish tax
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Anyone who is concerned that they have
undeclared assets and rights which might be
taxable in Spain, should seek appropriate
professional advice as soon as possible to ensure
that they do not miss an opportunity to take
advantage of the SVDP.

authorities. There may be some
flexibility, however, in applying the
new procedure to existing
negotiations and this would need
to be raised with the Spanish tax
authorities on a case-by-case
basis.
For qualifying individuals
/corporations, the process will
involve completion and
submission of a special tax
return and payment of a one-off
tax liability. The one-off tax
liability is equal to 10% of the
current value or acquisition cost
of all undeclared assets and
rights. a disclosure via this
process will also provide
complete exemption from any
further Spanish Income Taxes or
other penalties, surcharges and
interest on overdue tax as well

as more importantly, protection
against criminal prosecution for
tax fraud. The SVDP does not
cover all taxes and does not
include Wealth Tax,
Inheritance/gifts Tax, VaT,
Transfer Tax and all municipal
taxes.
It is not clear from the legislation
how this procedure impacts
upon assets and rights held
within undeclared offshore
corporate structures or more
complex structures involving
assets/rights held in different
jurisdictions.
anyone who is concerned that
they have undeclared assets and
rights which might be taxable in
Spain, should seek appropriate
professional advice as soon as
possible to ensure that they do

not miss an opportunity to take
advantage of the SVDP, the
deadline of which is 30th
November 2012.
at Blacktower Financial
Management International, we
are offering a full financial review
free of charge, where we will
look at the assets applicable and
advise the best way forward.
If you fall into the following
categories:
• Living here more than 183
days a year
• Have finances currently
invested outside of Spain
• Unsure about annual Spanish
tax return.
Then please contact our Spanish
offices NOW before the
Hacienda do. But please don’t
make a “hasty” decision without
first reviewing what you have and
the tax implications with a
qualified financial adviser and we
will be happy to guide you.
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Do not resuscitate:

Equities.
Dead or Merely
Wounded?
by SEB life international

It seems that everywhere we turn the financial headlines are proclaiming the death of the
equity while pronouncing the return of the big kid on the block, fixed income. It’s a strong
story and recent performance figures support the narrative, with equities skittish against a
back-drop of record demand for bonds.

I

f ‘money talks’ the flow is
supporting the headlines.
SeB Life International’s
open-architecture life
assurance policies give us the
transparency to see where the
money is moving. and it’s clear
that the majority of money isn’t
subscribing to the presumed risk
of battered equities, happier in
the perceived safe hands of the
bond markets.

Templeton global Total Return
fund has been right at the top of
the fixed income class. With 1, 3
and 5 year returns of 9.34%,
13.89% and 10.79%
respectively; the performance
speaks for itself. as does the
fund manager’s alpha of 2.43,
achieved by consistently
outperforming their benchmark
via market leading active
management.
It is critical we recall that
Templeton himself, the funds
38

namesake, would most likely be
taking profit from fixed income
with an eye on the relative
bargains available in the global
equity markets. John Templeton
became one of the greatest
stock pickers and fund
managers of all time by "avoiding
the herd" pursuing his world
famous"buy when there's blood
in the streets" philosophy.
So it’s clear there is an elephant
in the room. as investment
professionals we know that past
performance is not indicative of
the future. Moreover, how tough
it is to communicate the value of
a balanced portfolio approach,
which includes exposure to
much maligned equities, to a
worried investor. Yes, fixed
income currently makes a huge
amount of sense as part of a
portfolio but not as the only
show in town. Simply put, the
asset class runs the risk of being

overbought at this stage, a victim
of its own popularity and leaving
it little room to outperform this
late in the cycle.
It’s not easy for a worried
investor to include equities as
part of their portfolio but it is
precisely at these times that the
world’s value investors get active
finding opportunities to build
wealth by following a contrarian
approach. Individual stock
selection is fraught with danger
but the diversification offered via
a managed equity fund is a
relatively safer way to take on
risk within a portion of a well
diversified portfolio.
The SeB Select List provides
‘best-of-the-best’ funds for IFa’s
and policy holders. These highly
liquid funds are readily tradable
at discounted dealing costs and
present IFa’s with an off the shelf
product to balance out any
portfolio. While the performance

of the fixed income section
makes it the path of least
resistance, we have worked hard
to complete a rigorous duediligence process that has filled
the Select List offering with funds
and managers that are best
positioned to generate market
beating return for clients across
the spectrum of asset classes.
When recent performance is not
indicative of future returns it is
critical that we back what we
can quantify; the pedigree and
skill of the asset manager.
as investment professionals it is
critical that we remember
Templeton’s adage which infers
that fortune favors the brave but
that’s not to say the foolhardy. a
well diversified portfolio should
always have room for a little
spice and there is a strong if
pertinently un-trendy case for
saying it lies in the equity
markets.

Say hello to

SEB Life International

A new beginning...

SEB Life International (formerly known as Irish Life International)
launched its new brand in February 2012.
Why not get to know us at www.seb.ie?
SEB Life International is part of the SEB Group
SEB Life International, Bloodstone Building, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland.
Telephone: +353 1 487 07 00 | Fax: +353 1 487 07 04 | E-mail us at: sales@seb.ie | Visit our website: www.seb.ie
SEB Life International Assurance Company Limited, trading as SEB Life International is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, P.O. Box 559, Dame Street, Dublin 2, Ireland.
SEB Life International Assurance Company Limited is registered in the Republic of Ireland. Registration number 218391.
It is the responsibility of intermediaries to ensure that this document is only used or distributed in compliance with laws and regulations applicable in the places where they
do business. SEB Life International Assurance Company Limited does not intend this document to be an advertisement or an oﬀer or a solicitation of business in any place
where such an advertisement or solicitation would be unlawful. Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. The value of your investment may go down as
well as up. You may get back less than you invest. This product may be aﬀected by changes in currency exchange rates. When you speak to us on the phone, some calls may
be monitored or recorded to help improve our quality of service.
Some fund management activities are carried on by other companies which do not act independently of SEB Life International Assurance Company Limited.
All information is correct as at February 2012 but is subject to change.
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Interest rates

Down, sideways
or up?
by Ritchie Salkeld

There were conflicting news reports on interest rates in august. The conflicting signals
about interest rates and, in particular, the actions of Santander, are a reminder that in the
post-financial crisis world the Bank of england’s (BOe’s) base rate is no longer the
influential benchmark that it once was.

F

or example, the graph
shown below, is taken from
the latest Quarterly Inflation
Report (QIR) from the BOe,
issued early last month. It shows
the historic pattern of base rates
and the projections for future
rates in the May and august
QIRs. The pink august line dips
downward, suggesting that

the base rate could be cut to
below its current 0.5% and
remain there well into 2015.
This reflects a view in the money
markets at the start of august
that the BOe would lower base
rate further as one of its
measures to stimulate the
flagging UK economy.
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Santander blamed the higher costs of raising
funds and increased administration
expenditure, as did the other lenders. However,
the press was generally critical, viewing
Santander’s move as ‘profiteering’.

although the graph appeared in
an official document, the idea
that base rate would move even
nearer to 0% was not endorsed
by Mervyn King, the BOe’s
governor. When asked about
the possibility of cutting interest
rates at the QIR press
conference, Sir Mervyn said ‘…it
would damage some financial
institutions and it would therefore
in all probability have an element
at least of it being
counterproductive, which is
precisely why we haven’t cut
Bank Rate. …another quarter
point on Bank Rate is not going
to be the difference between
having a recovery, or not having
a recovery ’.

While the money market was
predicting a fall and the
governor was suggesting no
change, one of the major
mortgage lenders, Santander,
decided that their lending rates
would rise. From 3 October its
standard variable rate (SVR) will
increase by 0.5% to 4.74%.
Other lenders have raised their
SVRs this year, including Halifax,
which pushed its SVR from 3.5%
to 3.99% in May. Santander
blamed the higher costs of
raising funds and increased
administration expenditure, as
did the other lenders. However,
the press was generally critical,
viewing Santander’s move as
‘profiteering’.

National Savings &
Investments introduces
penalties
The days of penalty-free savings
certificates are coming to an
end.
National Savings & Investments
(NS&I) finds itself in a strange
position these days. Its remit
from the Treasury for 2012/13 is
simply to hang on to the cash it
has – in other words, NS&I must
balance any outflows with
inflows, but overall raise no fresh
capital. This might seem an odd
directive coming from a
government that’s so deeply in
the red, but the hard truth is that
it is both cheaper and more
efficient for Mr Osborne to raise
the £166 billion he needs in this
financial year by selling gilts to
institutional investors. In late

august, for example, the
Treasury was able to sell almost
£5 billion worth of a six-year gilt
at an effective interest rate of
under 0.8%.
One consequence, from NS&I’s
perspective, is that National
Savings Certificates (NSCs),
guaranteed Income Bonds and
guaranteed growth Bonds will
remain unavailable to new
investors until at least next april.
These fixed-rate investments are
too popular, given NS&I’s funding
objective. Nevertheless, in
mid-august NS&I announced
changes to the terms of all its
fixed-rate products (including
Children’s Bonus Bonds). These
take effect for new investments
(including re-investments of
maturing certificates) from
20 September.

The most significant revisions
were to NSCs, both fixed-rate
and index-linked:
• There will be a 90-day interest
penalty on encashment before
maturity, whereas previously
there had been none.
• For index-linked certificates,
there will also be no indexlinking for the year when the
whole or part of a certificate is
encashed.
• Interest (or, for index-linked
certificates, the bonus) will be
applied on a flat rate
throughout the term, rather
than the year-by-year
escalating basis currently used.

• at maturity, a switch from
one type of certificate to
another will count towards
your (£15,000) investment
allowance for any new issue
on sale.
These changes reduce the
appeal of NSCs, particularly
index-linked certificates. One
point to watch if you have
existing certificates is that, at
maturity, they automatically
reinvest on the new terms
unless you choose to withdraw
your money.

• The minimum age for direct
investment will rise from 7 to
16, although certificates can
still be held under trust for
minors.
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Spanish
Property
Taxes, wills and
tax residency
by Emilio Perez de la Blanca

Many owners of Spanish property are totally unaware
that post purchase of their property that they are
obliged to pay other taxes to the Spanish state.
A) So what are the yearly
Spanish taxes you will have to
pay if you own a Spanish
property?
There are two types of taxes
that non Spanish residents will
have to pay and these are:
1) Wealth tax and
2) annual Non Resident
Income tax.
Wealth tax is payable on the
total value of Spanish assets

42

owned by a non resident. The
tax rates applied start at 0.1%
and go up to 2.5% for all assets
over the value of 700,000 euros.
This tax was reintroduced in
2011 and was originally in force
until 31.12.2012. However,
recently the Spanish
government has announced that
it will remain in place for 2013.
Non residents with a property in
Spain are subject to the annual
Non Resident Income tax

B) Do I need a Spanish will?

will be able to deal with the
estate promptly and it will be
less costly then if you did not
have a Spanish will. There are
significant differences between
the succession laws between
Spain and england & Wales.
For example in Spain the
beneficiaries pay inheritance tax
whereas in england & Wales this
is deducted from the estate.

a Spanish will is highly advisable
as on death, your beneficiaries

Further there is no free transfer
of assets between spouses in

applied to the presumed rental
income achieved on the Spanish
property even if you do not rent
the property out!
Both of these taxes are
compulsory and it is the
responsibility of the owners to
arrange payment of these tax
declarations.

Spain whereas this is possible
in england & Wales. Therefore
once you have purchased a
property in joint names, if you
decided to transfer a share of the
property to a spouse, Spanish
transfer taxes would apply.
C) Spanish tax resident
or not?
In general terms:

1) you spend more than 183 days
in Spain and or
2) your wife, partner and or
children live in Spain and you
travel frequently and or;
3) Spain is your centre of
economic interests, then you
will be considered a Spanish
Tax resident. This means that
on an annual basis between

May & June you are obliged to
submit a Spanish tax return on
your worldwide income. There
are benefits of being a Spanish
tax resident such as roll over of
a capital gain on the sale of a
main residence, inheritance tax
deductions and no capital
gains tax for residents over the
age of 65 who have been tax
resident for more than 3 years.

Do you own a Spanish
property in a company?
Then you should consider
whether or not the company is
working for you and if you could
mitigate inheritance tax by
transferring shares now to future
beneficiaries of your estate.

For more information about the Spanish wills topics raised please contact:
Free consultation
Alex Radford who is an english Solicitor & Spanish abogado and head of Real estate and private client with Irwin Mitchell
email: alex.radford@irwinmitchell.es
Emilio Perez de la Blanca,Head of Tax department with Irwin Mitchell abogados
email: emilio.DeLaBlanca@IrwinMitchell.es
www.irwinmitchell.es | Tel: +34 902 150 105
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NEST
and Auto
Enrolment
The answer or another false dawn?
by Russell Jones

44

The biggest pensions shake up in a generation is about to get
underway as the UK’s largest companies prepare to automatically
enrol their staff onto a workplace pension this October.

I

It is well documented and
discussed that the majority of
employees in the UK face a
substantial reduction in their
income when they quit working.
This despite the fact that in
recent years there has been an
increased awareness of the
need for self-investment and an
acknowledgement that the state
provision is inadequate on its
own.

NEST (National
Employment Savings
Trust) is a government
incentive and is a
simple and low-cost
pension scheme
designed to give its
members an easy way
of building up their
retirement pot.
• You’ll have one NeST
retirement pot which you can
keep paying into whether you
change jobs, become selfemployed or stop working
• If your new employer also uses
NeST you can continue to get
employer contributions paid
into your pot
However many people are still in
the dark about these huge
changes which will be rolled out
to all other employers over the
next 5 years. One of the most
alarming findings is awareness,
particularly low amongst those
on lower incomes- precisely the
people the scheme is targeting.
auto-enrolment has the potential
to engage parts of the
population we have failed to
reach before but this can only be
achieved if as an industry the
government, employers, product
providers and us as advisers
offer the transparent and simple
products consumers demand.
The biggest issue is that whilst
the government is providing the

The biggest issue is that whilst the government
is providing the framework for individuals to
take control of their retirement income, will they,
without education?
framework for individuals to take
control of their retirement
income, will they, without
education? Individuals know the
problem but are not always keen
to address it believing that
Pensions are too inflexible a
vehicle for their needs. The issue
around low annuity rates has
also meant the public finding
alternative ways (despite the tax
concessions) to save for their
retirement. a criticism is that
auto-enrolment does not go far
enough in its legislation with the
stipulation that employers must
contribute at least 3% of an
employees pay to a scheme and
that the employee can “opt out”
if they so wish.
The dynamics of Pension
schemes have also changed
over the last 5 years with the
reduction of defined benefit
schemes in favour of defined
contributions. Most of the
current retired population are
receiving a different make up of
retirement income compared to
those yet to retire. Those
currently retired are more likely
to receive their income from a
combination of State Pension,
and in many cases income from
a defined benefit final salary
scheme. as these schemes
become less prevalent, the
income gap between what is
acceptable and the reality of
retirement income is only likely
to increase. It is only by acting
now and re-establishing the
savings habit amongst the
current working population that
we can hope to arrest this trend.
Those who have benefitted from
a defined benefit scheme will
probably realise in hindsight that

employers offered little or no
retirement advice. The fact that
they offered this attractive perk
was seen by many as fulfilling
their duty. Those lucky enough
to retire on decent pensions did
so not necessarily through
taking control or good planning
but through hard work and
loyalty to their employers.
Moving forward employers will
have to take on more
responsibility (and expertise?) if
they want their employees to
realise their dreams when they
finish working. This could be a
major issue as small to medium
businesses could see
introducing Pension schemes
before the required deadline as
an additional cost they do not
necessarily want to meet in the
current financial climate. Couple
this with a large proportion of
younger employees who will
prioritise living for today rather
than save for an event 30 years
away and it can become too late
to address the gap. Of course
those employers who start early
will have the potential benefit of
attracting and retaining staff over
their competitors as research
shows that employees still see
this as the most valuable benefit
(after pay) an employer can
provide.
Nest and auto-enrolment will
go some way to providing the
answer for individuals to take
control of their retirement
income but I feel in reality
this will only be achieved if
the financial services industry
works with employers and
employees in educating
the need to fund now rather
than tomorrow.
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Stroke Play
League
by Ally Kerr, Regional Manager, Costa Del Golf

The 21st September was the date, the beautiful
surroundings of La Zagaleta was the venue for
the first golfing “Blacktower Stroke Play League.”

I

t was a mixture of semi
professionals, to semi retired,
those looking to “cut up” this
fantastic course or those just
there to enjoy the views,
including wild deer running
across the fairways.

Ronan Maguire, from golf the
Costa, said it was ideal playing
conditions and indeed it took a
10 under par to win the day and
claim first prize, which was a
bottle of single malt Scottish
Whiskey and a crystal medal.

after a gruelling 5 hours, players
were invited to a mouth
watering mixture of andalucian
tapas, ranging from “gambas”
to “gazpacho” washed down
with a local Rioja in the club
house.

This was the first of 6
competitions, which will end in
March 2013, 5 more to go to
see who will claim the first prize
in the Blacktower Stroke Play.
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Preserving purchasing

POWER
by Patrick Armstrong
Managing Partner
Armstrong Investment Managers (AIM)
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Preserving purchasing power
becomes investors’ key goal
as central banks usher in new
era of higher inflation

The Bank of England has allowed the UK to
manage its debt. High inflation means higher
nominal GDP growth. Normally this forces
interest rates to rise. However, Mervyn King and
other central bankers have effectively talked
down inflation expectations by stating that
current high levels of inflation are transitory,
while often referring to the ongoing risks of
deflation. This strategy combined with the
purchases of £375bn of government bonds
through QE has allowed bond yields to fall to
record lows despite the inflationary
consequences of a substantial increase in the
money supply.

M

assive debts and fiscal
deficits in advanced
economies have been
accompanied by loose monetary
policy since the financial crisis in
2008, and by unconventional
forms of easing by all the major
Western central banks. We
believe inflation is the inevitable
consequence, and actually the
specific unmentioned target of
these policies.

Broad markets have certainly
shown a positive response to
the details of the european
Central Bank’s (eCB) Outright
Market Transaction (OMT)
programme and the Federal
Reserve’s (Fed) decision to
restart quantitative easing (Qe).
Following the Fed’s
announcement, inflation
‘breakevens’ from the US bond
markets implied a sizeable jump
in medium to long-term inflation
expectations. The market now
surmises that the Fed will allow
higher inflation with its openended asset purchases and
focus on unemployment rather
than stable prices.
The effects of a zero interest
policy, quantitative easing, the
printing of money and rapidly
rising energy and food prices
are all inflationary forces which
need to be dealt with.

Unfortunately most major
Western governments are
struggling with massive fiscal
deficits and ballooning national
debts. If you put yourself in the
shoes of a politician it is very
easy to understand why inflation
will continue to be very sticky on
the upside because inflation is
good news for borrowers.
We do not believe central
bankers have underestimated
the effects of the trillions of
dollars of Qe, printing of money
and low interest rates. We
believe they understand the
consequences of this, but they
also view this as a solution to
the West’s debt. The most
effective way to deal with
massive debt is to create
higher nominal economic
growth through inflation,
without real growth.
The Bank of england has
allowed the UK to manage its
debt. High inflation means
higher nominal gDP growth.
Normally this forces interest
rates to rise. However, Mervyn
King and other central bankers
have effectively talked down
inflation expectations by stating
that current high levels of
inflation are transitory, while
often referring to the ongoing
risks of deflation. This strategy
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combined with the purchases of
£375bn of government bonds
through Qe has allowed bond
yields to fall to record lows
despite the inflationary
consequences of a substantial
increase in the money supply.
This strategy allows a reduction
in a country’s debt/gDP ratio
without the need for any real
economic growth. It also results
in a stealth tax through inflation,
but it is the only realistic way of
addressing the debt mountain
of the West.
Investors will need to begin to
adjust their portfolios to reflect
the consequences of massive
amounts of liquidity being
pumped in to the markets.
Savers who require income
have traditionally allocated most
of their capital to fixed income
investments. Unfortunately
many of these instruments offer
a negative real yield. Many bond
investors have benefited from
the precipitous fall in interest
rates, based on extreme risk
aversion. It is worth noting that
the double-digit capital return
from owning a 10-year gilt over
the past year will go the other
way in equal measure should
interest rates return to where
they were last year (2.6% at the
end of September 2011 versus
1.5% at the end of august
2012), and experience an even
more significant drawdown if
bonds start to yield more than
current levels of retail price
inflation. We have taken out
short positions in bonds that are
at all time low yields to benefit
from this potential, rather than
be hurt by rising yields (which
will happen to most funds with
a fixed strategic allocation
to bonds).

Armstrong Investment
Managers’ (AIM) flagship
fund is the Diversified
Dynamic Solution (DDS)
Fund which is managed
by Patrick Armstrong and
Dr Ana Armstrong.
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Monetary policy tends to have a
big impact on commodity
prices. We expect further
appreciation in precious metals
as investors pile into assets
which they believe will protect
them from the inflationary fires
being stoked by loose monetary
policies. The fundamentals for
all precious metals should be
buoyed by central banks until
employment is strong enough
to warrant a change in policy by
2015 at the earliest. Our
preferred exposure is to
platinum, which has the store of
value and precious-metal
characteristics of gold, but also
may benefit from the reflationary
forces pushing up industrial
demand for catalytic converters
and oil refining. With 70% of the
world’s production based in
South africa, there is also the
potential for price spikes on any
deterioration of the current
situation.
We believe emerging market
inflation-linked bonds should be
a beneficiary of the latest wave
of US Qe. These bonds offer a
significant real yield above
inflation, while most developed
market inflation-linked bonds
now offer no real return. These
bonds saw a substantial rally
following Qe I and Qe II and we
expect the same impact this
time around.

The DDS is a diversified
macro growth fund and aims
to deliver a capital return of
at least inflation plus 7% per
annum over a market cycle
while aiming to minimise the
impact from short term
draw-downs.

The DDS fund is Dublindomiciled, regulated by the
Irish Central Bank, liquid,
transparent and available in
eUR with hedged gBP, USD
and CHF share classes.
aIM is a UK registered LLP
which is authorized and
regulated by the Financial
Services authority (FSa)
No. 503693.

The aIM investment team
has been working together
for more than a decade
during which time it founded
the Managed accounts
Program (MaP) at UBS and
the Multi-asset group (Mag)
at Insight Investment,
managing $6 billion and $2
billion respectively.

aIM is totally independent,
100% owned by its partners,
has no debt and all partners
invest alongside clients.

Dr. Ana Čukić Armstrong
(Joint Managing Partner)
PhD in Quantitative
economics and an MBa
from Imperial College in
London.
Patrick Armstrong, CFA
(Joint Managing Partner)
MBa from the Rotman
School of Management and
Chartered Financial analyst.

Financial Solutions
for a secure future

HANSARD
EUROPE
LIMITED

Hansard Europe Limited is part of the global
Hansard Group which has been providing
innovative life assurance and investment
solutions since 1987.
Products to suit your needs
Hansard Europe Limited’s product range, has been designed to be flexible
enough to meet a wide variety of needs:
•

Single premium products for growing or protecting your wealth

•

Regular premium products for long term savings needs such as
retirement, funding university fees or wealth creation

An exceptional range of unit funds and assets
A wide range of different Hansard Europe unit funds is
accessible to you across a range of asset classes, geographical areas,
currencies and investment objectives. These unit funds are managed by
some of the world’s leading fund providers including BlackRock, Fidelity, JP
Morgan, HSBC and many others.
Alternatively, our single premium porfolio products allow you to invest in an
array of assets, including collective investment schemes but also more
specialised assets such as company shares and fixed interest securities.
The extensive selection of investment choices means that diversification of
your portfolio is easily achievable.

Hansard Europe Limited transacts business under the Freedom of Services
provisions of the European Union Life Directives and is regulated by the
Central Bank of Ireland.
Hansard Europe Limited, Carysfort House, Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Republic of Ireland
Telephone: +353 1 211 2800 Fax: +353 1 211 2850/2860 Internet: hansard.com
Registered No. 219727. Registered Office: IFSC, 25/28 North Wall Quay, Dublin 1, Republic of Ireland
Hansard Europe Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland (www.centralbank.ie)
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Offices
UK (BFM Head Office)
Rowhurst Wood, Oxshott Road
Oxshott, Surrey, KT22 0eN
england
Tel:
Fax:

+ 44 1372 844 344
+ 44 1372 844 530

Ritchie Salkeld
Managing Director
Paula Smith
group administration Director

Gibraltar
(BFMI Head Office)
Suites 34 and 43 Victoria House
26 Main Street, PO Box 1354
gibraltar
Tel:
Fax:

+ 350 200 42353
+ 350 200 42953

John Westwood
group Managing Director
Robert Mancera
general Manager

Algarve (BFMI)
edificio Mapro, Vale Verde
8135-909 almancil, algarve,
Portugal
Tel:
Fax:

+ 351 289 355 685
+ 351 289 355 686

Costa del Sol (BFMI)
Minitienda 15, Centro Comercial
Plaza, Nueva andalucia, Marbella,
29660, Malaga, Spain
Tel:
Fax:

+ 34 952 816 443
+ 34 952 815 617

Costa Blanca (BFMI)
Box No 850, Ctra Cabo de La Nao
124-126, Javea 03730, alicante
Tel:
Fax:

+ 34 965 058 212
+ 34 965 065 265

France (BFMI)
27 etage, aile a, Bureaux de
Sillon de Bretagne, 8 avenue
des Thébandières, 44800
Saint Herblain, France
Tel:

+ 33 253 978 560

Italy (BFMI)
Regus Business Centre, Via antonio
Salandra 18, 00187 Rome, Italy
Tel:
Fax:

+ 39 06 4227 2245
+ 39 06 4227 4000

Tenerife (BFMI)
Capecan Business Centre
(Sarai Suite) avenida atlantico,
edificio Winter gardens golf del Sur,
San Miguel de abona, CP38639
Tenerife
Tel:

+ 34 922 979 052

